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Executive Summary 

The purpose of thi s study is to determine the probabi li ty of penetration of the FAA CAT I 
OFZ (Inner Transitional Surface) by an A380 during a hand-flown balked landing 
operation. 

In AC 150/5300-13 CHG 8, the OFZ is spec ifi ed to have a base width (In ner Approach 
Surface) of 400 feet for runways serving large airplanes. The inner-transi tional OFZ 
surface rises vertical I y then 200 feet laterally from the center of the runway. The extent 
of thi s vertical ri se is a function of both the runway threshold elevation above sea level 
and the most demanding wingspan of airplanes expec ted to use the runway. From the top 
of this verti ca l ri se, the surface then slopes 6 (horizontal) to I (vertica l) out to a height of 
148 feet. 

The study is intended to determine the risk of the A380 penetrating the FAA CAT I 
Inner-transitional OFZ during a hand-flown (flight director assisted) balked landing 
operat ion under typical environmental conditions. 

The study applies extreme value ana lysis. a type of statistical analys is, to determine the 
penetration probability. The results of thi s analysis show that the probability of 
penetration is on the order of 4.5 E-07. (i.e. , 4.5 in 10,000,000.) 
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1.0 Introduction 
The purpose of this sn1dy is to determine the probability of penetration of the FAA CAT I 
OFZ (Inner Transitional Surface) by an A380 during a hand-flown balked landing 
operation. 

In AC I 50/5300-1 3 CHG 8, the OFZ is speci fi ed to have a base width (Inner Approach 
Surface) of 400 feet for run ways serving large airplanes (see Figure I) . At a di stance 
200 feet from the runway center the inner-transitional OFZ surface ri ses vertica ll y on 
either side a distance H. The extent of thi s verti cal ri se (H ) is a function of both the 
runway threshold elevation above sea level and the most demanding wi ngspan of 
airplanes expected to use the runway. From the top of thi s vertical ri se, the surface then 
slopes 16.7%, 6 (hori zontal) to I (vertical) out to a height of 148 feet. 

The study is intended to determine the risk of the A380 penetrating the FAA CAT I 
Inner-transitional OFZ during a hand-flown (flight director assisted) balked landing 
operati on under typical environmental conditions. 
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2.0 Test Plan 
In order to determine th e probability of penetration of the FAA OFZ we performed a 
series of tests of the balked landing operation using Airbus simulators in Toulouse and 
Berli n. These tests were des igned to simulate the conditions of an Airbus A380 balked 
landing operation as closely as poss ible. 

We performed 156 operationa l runs in Toulouse and 356 runs in Berlin all with 
profess ional fli ght crews. Of those 5 12 run s, 313 were hand flown balked land ing 
operations (the other 199 were either actual landi ngs, go-arounds that we not ba lked 
landings, or autopi lot operations). 

We had reason to believe that extreme crosswind conditions and very low balked landing 
in itiation heights would increase the probabi lity of OFZ penetrat ion, so we included a 
di sproportionate number of those cases in the test plan. The proportion of runs by 
crosswind speed and balked landing initiation height is ind icated in Table I. 

Table I 

Initiation Crosswind (knots) 
Height (ft) 0 10 18 21 23 25 Total 

10 4% 8% 13% 2% 0% 6% 34% 
40 3% 9% 8% 2% 6% 6% 35% 
70 3% 8% 11 % 0% 6% 3% 31 % 

Total 10% 26% 32% 5% 12% 15% 100% 

For each run we measured aircraft pos ition and orientation variables 15 times per second 
in order to determine the relationship between the A380 wing ti ps and the FAA OFZ 
Inner-transitional Surface. 

3.0 Test Results 
Si nee the FAA O FZ Inner-transitional Surface is ( at least pa11ially) a s loping surface, the 
relationship between the A380 wing tip and the surface vari es by height even if the wing 
tip does not deviate latera ll y. For thi s reason, we normalized the measure of the distance 
from the wing tip to the OFZ surface. To do thi s, we defined a variable (ca lled S) whose 
va lue is the percent latera l deviati on of the wing tip between its nominal posi tion and the 
FAA OFZ Inner-transitional Surface. That is.S is the actual wi ng tip deviation from 
nomi na l di vided by the poss ible wi ng tip deviati on. where /}()Ss ihle means the distance 
fro m the wing tip to the surface when the aircraft is on track in the nominal positi on. For 
example, if the aircraft 's latera l deviation from the nomina l track is 0. the \'alue ofS is 
0%. If the aircraft 's left (or right) wing tip is touching the surface. the value of S is 
I 00%. If the wi ng tip is exact ly half w·ay between nominal position and the surface. the 
va lue of S is 50%. 
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We calculated values for S for each data point along the aircraft 's track starting with the 
initiation of the balked landing (taken to be when the throttle angle first exceeds 50°) and 
ending when the aircraft's lower wing tip has exceeded the 148 foot height of the sloping 
part of the Inner-transitional Surface (where the surface becomes horizontal) on its balked 
landing ascent. We then determined the max imum S value for each of the 313 balked 
landing runs. 

For analysis purposes the variables of interest from the test data fo r each nm are then: the 
maximum S value fo r the run, the crosswind speed, and the planned height at which the 
ba lked landing was initiated. 

Figure 2 shows the left or right wing tip location for each max imum S related to the FAA 
OFZ surface in cross section. In the figure the height, H, is that calculated for runway 4R 
at KJFK (John F. Kennedy International Airport) in New York. 

Figure 2 

A380 Balked Landing Test Extreme Values with FAA & ICAO OFZs 
JFK Runway 4R 
Flight Director 

4.0 Analysis 
Risk is the combination of 
• the consequence ( or severity) of a Hazard Event and the 
• probability of its occurring within the Scenario of interest. 

The purpose of the present study is to determine the probability component of the risk of 
the Hazard Event: an A380 wing tip penetrates the FAA OFZ Inner-transitional surface at 
least once during a Scenario operation. 

Analysis Preliminaries 
Here we establish five preliminary results that we will use in the analysis proper. 
First, we ensure that the Toulouse and Berlin data does not need to be analyzed 
separately. Second, we establish a reasonable estimate for balked landings. 
Third, we validate that crosswind speed and balked landing initiation height really 
do affect the value of Sas we had suspected. Fourth , we compare the crosswind 

ip 
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speeds used in the test with typical representative crosswind speeds to establi sh 
that test crosswind speeds are not representati ve. And finall y, we compare the 
distribution of ba lked landing initiation heights used in the test with typica l 
initiation heights to establish that test in iti at ion heights are not representative 

I. Toulouse and Berlin data should not be separated for analysis: 

We performed both a Kolmogorov-Srni rnov test and a Two-Sample Chi-Square 
test on the Toulouse and Berlin data to determine if they can be sa id to represent 
different distributions. The null hypothesis for each test was: the two sets of data 
represent the same distribution. The results of the two tests were consistent: each 
indicates that the nul l hypothesis should not be rejected. That is, there is no 
reason to separate the data for analysis since they appear to represent a single 
distribution. 

2. The balked landing rate to use is less than 1.9 per I 000 landing attempts: 

We compared Go-Around rates available from fi ve Euro pean airports and from a 
sample of runway I 4R at Chicago O 'Hare airport (see Table 2). These rates are 
consistently around 1.9 Go-Arounds pe r I 00 attempted land ings. However, whi le 
every ba lked land ing is a Go-Around. not al l Go-Arounds are ba lked landings. 
And since we have no data for actual balked landing rate s. we use the Go-Around 
rate as an upper bound. Anecdota l information indicates that the balked landing 
rate may be on the order of one-tenth the Go-Around rate. 

Table 2 

Go Around Rates 

Airport Year Approaches GA GA per approach Approaches/GA 
LFPG 2003 257475 691 2.68E-03 373 
LFPO 2003 103248 150 1.45E-03 688 
LEBL 2002 135268 200 1.48E-03 676 
LEBL 2003 140275 237 1.69E-03 592 
LEMD 2002 183727 279 1.52E-03 659 
LEMD 2003 189173 369 1.95E-03 513 
LEPA 2002 80305 145 1.81 E-03 554 
LEPA 2003 84387 139 1.65E-03 607 
TOTAL 1173858 2210 1.88E-03 531 

KORD 1998-2000 43960 84 1.91E-03 523 

3. Crosswind and ba lked landing in itiat ion height affect S: 
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In developing the test plan we believed that crosswind speed would have a 
significant effect on lateral deviation from the nominal track (measured by 
variable S) and that balked landing initiation height would have a significant 
effect (the lower the initiation height the greater the lateral deviation). 

Figure 3 shows the graphical relationships among the three variables: S, 
Crosswind Speed, and Initiation Height. The colored surface is a smoothed 
surface created from the S means at each x-wind/height combination. The small 
circles represent actual S values at those x-wind/height coordinates. 

The obvious conclusion from this data is that both higher crosswind speed and 
lower initiation height lead to greater S values. (S va lues are plotted in the 
vertical axis in Figure 3.) 

Figure 3 

Berlin & Toulouse 
s related to x-wind & balk initiation height 
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4. Crosswind speeds used in the test are not representative: 

Since we believed that higher crosswind speeds wou ld affect lateral deviations 
(S), we included many more high wind speed nms in the test than would be 
typical in an actual airport operational environment. We did this to help us 
understand the relationship between crosswind speed and balked landing lateral 
deviation. 

The analysis must therefore compensate for this imbalance by using an actual 
crosswind speed di stribution, comparing it to the test distribution. The 
distribution we use as actual is from the table in Figure A4-7 of Appendix 4 to AC 
120-280 . Table 3 lists the corresponding test and actual distribution values. 

Table 3 
Speed Test Actual 

0-5 10 55 
5-10 13 30 
10-15 13 10 
15-20 32 4.5 
20-25 32 0.5 

And Figure 4 displays the same information graphically. Note that the test wind 
value of IO knots represented 26% of the values and is di vided between the 5-10 
and I 0-15 categories here giving 13% in each for a balanced comparison. 

Figure 4 
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5. Distribution of balked landings by initiation height is not rep resentative: 

The FAA AFS-420 Chicago O' Hare Land and Hold Short study da ta indicate that 
almost all go-arounds are initiated above 70 fee t (about 97%) and that certainly 
far less than I 0% of them are initiated below 15 feet. But the very small sample 
size of go-arounds at low altitudes in this data (combined with the fac t that these 
are go-arounds and not spec ifica lly balked landings) prevents us from using them 
to find accurate distri butions fo r balked landings initiated be low 70 feet. 

However, data suppl ied to Airbus fro m fi ve airlines it surveyed give a more 
detailed distri bution of actual balked landing init iation heights. Table 4 compares 
the actual ba lked landing init iation heights distribution estimates from the 
Chicago Study and the Airbus Data with the di stributions of in it iation heights 
from the test data. 

Table 4 
Overall Go- Percent of Go- Percent of Go- Percent of Go-
Around Rate Arounds A rounds Arounds 

Source per1000 Initiated Below Initiated Below Initiated Below 
Approaches 70 Feet 50 Feet 15 Feet 

Chicago 
Study 1.9 3% not available not available 
Airbus 
Data 1.6 7% 4% 2% 
Test 
Data -- 94% 70% 19% 

Probability of OFZ Penetrat ion 

To ca lcu late the probabi lity that an A380 wingti p penetrates the FAA Code E 
OFZ ( Inner Transitiona l Surface) we use a three step methodology. 

• First we establish the Scenario of Interest. Thi s is the scenario to which 
the probab il ity applies. And it includes attri bute assumptions such as 
crosswind distribution, initiation height distri bution, and type of landing. 

• Second. we use the data to develop a distribution of max imum S va lues for 
the Scenario of Interest. 

• And thi rd, we use th is distri bution to estimate probab il ity that S > 100%, 
that is, that a wing ti p penetrates the Code E OFZ surface under the 
Scenario of Interest. 
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Scenario l (artificial crosswinds, actual initiation heights) 

I . Establish 5,'cenario I 

In this scenari o we assume the ac tual crosswind di stribution is the same as that 
used in the 313 test runs. But we assume that the initiation height distribution is 
that of the Ai rbus airline data []. We must emphasize the crosswind distribution 
is an a11ificial assumption based on the relationship between the actual crosswind 
speeds and those used in the test (see Analysis Preliminary 4 above). 

Since (a) the proportion of higher crosswind speeds in the test is much higher than 
in actual conditions and (b) the relationship between that variable and the variable 
Sis such that higher crosswind speeds are directl y related to higher va lues of S 
(see Analysis Pre! iminary 4 ), then we wou ld expect this scenario to lead to a 
higher probability of OFZ penetra tion than one using wind actual conditions. 

Assumpti ons: 
• A hand-flown balked landing has occurred, as in the test. 
• Crosswind speeds are those of the test (not actual di stributions) 
• Balked landing initiation heights are those of the actual Airbus airl ine data 

2. /)el'(:/up a /)is1rih11tionfor Ma.Yim11111 .\'for Scenorio I 

Next, we use classical Extreme Va lue Theory to develop a distribution for the 
maximum S values. This theory provides the two things. First, it provides a 
fa mily of distrib utions (called GEV, or Genera l Extreme Value distributions) that 
model block maximums such as those of the variab le S. Second, it provides the 
justification for using a GEV di stribution to extrapolate beyond the range of the 
max imum S values found in the test data. 

The fam il y of GEV distributions is described by the di stribution functi on: 

G EV(.r) = exp {- [ I + ¢c ~/1 l] ' ' l · where /I is the location parameter. o- is the 

sca le parameter, and ; is the shape parameter. Changi ng the va lue of any one of 
the parameters provides a different member of the family of GEV distribut ions. 

We actually de\·elop two G EV distri but ions, one for each of two categories of 
ini tiation height. We use on ly two categories in order to maintain a relati vely 
large sample size in each category. We deve lop one distribution for in itiation 
height s less than or equal to 50 feet and another for init iation heights above 50 
feet . We chose the break at 50 feet to balance the number of runs below and 
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above the break in the test data with the number below and above in the Airbus 
airline data 1• 

We use the test data and a standard extreme va lue technique (extreme value 
max imum likelihood estimation) to estimate the three parameter values for each 
of the two specific di stributions that fit our data . 

For this scenario, for the initiation heights less than or equal to 50 feet, case I, the 
parameter va lues the estimation technique yields are: 

JI - 7.9065 . c;- - 6.2897. and¢ - 0.3656 with standard errors 0.5 126, 0.4516, 
and 0.0786 respecti vely. We ca ll thi s distribution GEY I . 

And for the initiation heights above 50,case 2, feet the parameter va lues the 
estimation technique yields are: 

JI 4.2574. c;- - 2.5920, and ¢ - 0.0 16 J wi th standard errors 0.3039, 0.2231. 
0.0824 respecti ve ly. We ca ll thi s distribution GEY2. 

3. l:'stimate the prohahility 1h01 S > /00%.fhr Scenario I 

We estimate the probabi lity that S > I 00%, given that a hand-flown balked 
land ing has been attempted under th is scenario by ca lcu lati ng the area under each 
GEY density function (GEY I and GEY2 for cases I and 2 respectively) to the 
right of I 00, multiplying each of these areas by the probabili ty of each case 
occurring given a balked landing has occurred. Table 5 summarizes the 
ca lcul ati on. 

Table 5 

Case Initiation Height Probability of Case 
Given Balked LandinQ 

Penetration 
Probability 
Given Case 

Resultant Probability 
Given Balked Landing 

1 :S 50 feet 7/169 = 0.04142 6.3 E-03 2.6 E-04 

2 > 50 feet 162/169 = 0.95858 2.7 E-13 2.6 E-13 

Total (Both Cases) 2.6 E-04 

The tota l probabi lity is 2.6 E-04 (mean ing. 2.6 multiplied by IO to the negative 
fourth power), given this scenario: that a hand-flown ba lked landing has occurred 
and the test crosswi nd and actual initiation height conditions are used. This 
estimate is likely high due to the use of the arti ficia ll y hi gh crosswind distribut ion. 

1 \V.: h:s t.:d hn.:ak ,·alu.:s of both 40 and 60 k d abo. and obtain.:d r.:sults s imilar tn tlws.: us ing a 50 foot 
hr.:ak (ab1,ut --1. ~ F-07 for 40 and (,0 ,·c'Nls --1 .1 F-07 for Sil led). Nntc> that fo r a hr.:ak of 50 k.:t th.:rc' m:r.: 
only 7 data pnints (nut nf I(,')) h.: l1nv in th.: 1\irhus airline data. but thc·r.: were 219 (out of > I >) h.:lo,,· in 
the· t.:st run data . 
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However, it does provide an upper bound estimate for the actua l OFZ penetration 
probability. 

The 313 flight simulator test runs used three airports: John F. Kennedy 
International Airport (KJFK). Denver International Airpon (KOEN), and Benito 
Juarez International Airpon in Mexico City, Mexico (KMEX). The results in 
scenarios I and 2 assume the environmental cond itions at those locations. Also, 
the va lues for the height, H, (see Figure I) vary because of the differences in 
elevation of the three airports. The va lue of H decreases when the MSL altitude 
increases. Therefore, the KJFK alt itude (4 feet MSL) provides the greatest value 
for H. 

In order to compare the resul ts for Scenario I to those using a uniformly high 
value for H, we analyzed the KJFK runs separately. The resultant probability 
given a balked landing for the KJFK runs was 1.85 E-04. This is slightly smaller 
than the total resultant probability calculated for Scenario I: 2.60 E-04 (see Table 
5). This leads us to conclude that the results are not biased by lower va lues of H 
at the higher altitude airports in the study. 

Scenario 2 (actual crosswinds. actual initiation heights) 

I. l:'stoh/ish Scenoriu 2 

In this scenario vve assume the actual in itiation height distribution is the same as 
that of the Airbus airline data, and that the crosswind distribution is the actua l 
di stribution given in Analys is Preliminary 4 above. 

And since (a) the proportion of high crosswinds in the test is much greater than in 
actual conditions and (b) the relationship between thi s variable and the variable S 
is such that lower crosswind speeds are directl y related to hi gher va lues of S (see 
Analys is Preliminary 4) , then we would expect thi s scenario to lead to a 
somewhat lower probability of OFZ penetration than one found in Scenario I. 

Assumptions: 
• A hand-flown balked landing has occurred, as in the test. 
• Ba lked landing initiation heights are the actual ones of the Airbus airline 

data (not the test distribution). 
• Crosswind speeds fol low the ac tual distribution (not the test di stribution) 

2. /)ei·e/op u /)is1rib111ionfi)/" 1\lloxi11111111 S_liJr Scenario 2 

Next, we use classica l Extreme Va lue Theory as in Scenario I, except now we 
develop four di stributions of the maxi mum S va lues: one for each of four 
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combinations of two initiation heights and two crosswind speeds. The two 
crosswind speed categories are O - 20. and 20 and above knots. 

Next we develop four GEY distributions, one for each initiation height/crosswind 
speed category. Table 6 summarizes the parameter values for the four 
distributions. 

Table 6 
Case Distribution Initiation Ht. Crosswind 

µ a t 
a GE Va s 50 feet s 20 knots 7.4363 6.1541 0.3598 
b GE Vb s 50 feet > 20 knots 8.7922 6.2355 0.4229 
C GEVc > 50 feet s 20 knots 3.9029 2.5699 0.0912 
d GEVd > 50 feet > 20 knots 5.2678 2.2798 0.1692 

3. l:s1i111a1e the prohability that S > I 00%.fhr Scenario 2

We estimate the probability that S > I 00%. given that a hand-flown balked 
landing has been attempted under this scenario by calculating the area under each 
GEY density function (GEYa, GEYb. GEYc. and GEYd) to the right of 100 and 
multiplying each of these areas by the likelihood of the case. 

Table 7 

Case Initiation Ht.I Crosswind/ Probability of Penetration Resultant 
(Probability) (Probability) Case Given Probability Probability Given 

Balked Landing Given Case Balked Landing 
a s 50 feet s 20 knots 

(0.04142) (0.995) 0.0412 5.7 E-03 2.35 E-04 
b s 50 feet > 20 knots

(0.04142) (0.005) 0.0002 9.8 E-03 1.96 E-06 
C > 50 feet s 20 knots 

(0.95858) (0.995) 0.9538 8.6 E-08 8.20 E-08 
d > 50 feet > 20 knots

(0.95858) (0.005) 0.0048 0.0 E-00 0.0 E-00 

Total (all cases) 2.37 E-04 

Thus, P(S > I 00%) == 2.37 E-04, given this scenario: that a hand-flown balked 
landing has occurred and the actual crosswind and actual initiation height 
conditions are used. Since the actual crosswind distribution was used (as opposed 

to the anificially high test conditions used in Scenario I) the estimate here in 
Scenario 2 (2. 3 7 E-04) is somewhat smaller than that of Scenario I ( 2.6 E-04 ), 
and in addition provides a validation in that the values are reasonably close. 

We note that these probability estimates are conditional. That is. they are the 
probabilities given a balked landing has occurred. To arrive at the overall risk 
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factor. they must be multiplied by the probability that a balked landing occurs. 
We show this ca lculation in the next section. 

5.0 Conclusion 

Based on the two scenari os analyzed , we can calculate a reasonab le upper bound on the 
probabi li ty of ICAO Code E OFZ penetration. Ta ble 6 summarizes the probability 
esti mates from the two scenarios. It is important to reca ll that these are conditional 
probabi li ties. That is. they are probabilities of OFZ penetration given that a hand-flow 
balked landing has occurred. We must factor in the probability of a hand-flown balked 
landing occurring to complete the calculation. 

Table 6 

Penetration 
Scenario Probability* 

2 
2.60 E-04 
2.37 E-04 

---

*(ii1·..:11 hand-llow h~lk.:d landing. 

Each of these probabi li ties was developed using assumptions that would tend to produce 
higher rather than lov.1er va lues. They differ primarily because of the va riations in the 
sets of runs used to fit the various distri butions. 

To calculate a reliable upper bound on the OFZ penetration probabili ty. we make these 
fu rther assumptions: 

I. Use the smaller anJ more precise 11fthe two scenario probabili ties (2.17E-04). 
2. !Jse lh<c' ba lked landing rate 1,r Ana lys is Prdiminmy 2. wh ich is actually 1.9 halk..:d landings per 

I 000 landing allt'mpts. 
3. Fncus only on OFZ penetrations due to balked landings. assuming that normal landing produc..: 

effrcti\'dy no pen.:trations. 

The probabil ity of hand-flown A380 FAA OFZ penetration during a ba lked landing 
(OFZP) is given by: 

P(OF/P) = l'(llalk)• J>(OF/. 1' j llalk) + l'(nn 13a lk) • P(OFZPlno Ba lk). 

Which reduces to: P(OFZP) = P(Balk)•P(OFZP I Balk), since P(OFZPlno Balk) is 
effectively zero. That is, no Balk (i.e .. normal landings) produce effective ly zero 
penetrations by assumption 3 above. 

Since. l'(OF/1' I Halk) = 2.371::-04. hy assumption I abtll'e. 
/\ml, P(l3alk) = 1.9 F-0.1 , by assumption 2 aho1·c'. 
Then. l'(OFll') = '1 .50 1:-07. 
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Thai is, an es1i111a1e clan upper bo11ncl.for the probability ofan A380 J·AA Code E (HZ 
pe11e1ra1io11 during a hancl:flmvn balked landing is determined to he 4.50 E-07. 
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